Real-world tasks, such as avoiding obstacles, require a sequence of interdependent decisions to 1 reach accurate motor outcomes. Yet, most studies on primate decision making involve simple one-2 step choices. Here we investigate how sensorimotor decisions develop over time. In a go/no-go 3 interception task human observers (n=42) judged whether a briefly-presented moving target would 4 pass (interception required) or miss (no hand movement required) a strike box while their eye and 5 hand movements were recorded. Go/no-go decision formation had to occur within the first few 6 hundred milliseconds to allow time-critical interception. We found that the earliest time point at 7 which eye movements started to differentiate decision outcome (go vs. no-go) coincided with hand 8 movement onset. Moreover, eye movements were related to different stages of decision making. 9 Whereas higher eye velocity during smooth pursuit initiation (prior to "whether" decision) was 10 related to higher go/no-go decision accuracy, faster pursuit maintenance was associated with 11 accurate interception timing ("when" decision). These results indicate that pursuit initiation and 12 maintenance are continuously linked to ongoing sensorimotor decision formation. 13 interception
onset as the pursuit maintenance window (Fig. 1D) . For trials, in which saccades occurred in 139 between the first and last saccade we excluded the intermediate saccades from pursuit analysis. 140 For the pursuit initiation and pursuit maintenance window we analyzed eye position and velocity 141 relative to target position and velocity and extracted the following pursuit measures: mean eye and 142 velocity position error, relative eye velocity (gain), and absolute eye velocity. For each observer, 143 we analyzed mean saccade rate across time as a temporal measure that is independent of spatial 144 target position. For each trial we created a vector aligned to stimulus onset that contained an 145 assigned value of 1 (eye in saccade state) or 0 (eye in fixation or pursuit state) at each time point. 146 The mean saccade rate was then determined by calculating the mean probability of the eye being 147 in saccade state at each time point. 148 For the pursuit initiation interval we calculated a speed-accuracy score combining the 149 latency of the initial saccade with initial pursuit velocity. We normalized eye velocity error ê 150 (accuracy) and initial saccade latency l̂ (speed) across all observers and trials. Note that we 151 accounted for the inverse relationship between velocity error and accuracy (i.e. a higher velocity 152 error corresponds to lower tracking accuracy) by calculating 1-ê as speed score. We then added 153 the normalized speed and accuracy score and calculated an average speed-accuracy score
155
Go/no-go separation time and statistical analyses 156 To calculate the time at which the eye movement signature starts to differ between go and 157 no-go decision outcome, we calculated the saccade rate for each observer and split the data into 158 go and no-go trials. We then compared the saccade rate between go and no-go decisions across 159 time. We calculated a moving average of the saccade rate across a 5 ms time interval and down-sampled the data from 1000 Hz to 500 Hz to decrease the risk of detecting false negatives. We 161 then performed a Mann-Whitney test for each time interval. The separation time was determined 162 as the first time interval of at least three consecutive intervals for which a p-value smaller than 163 0.01 was achieved. 
Results
Relating eye movements to decision formation and outcome (go/no-go) revealed three 168 main findings. First, the earliest time point at which eye movements started to differentiate go/no-169 go decisions coincided with hand movement onset. This result indicates that differences in eye 170 movements for go compared to no-go decisions were not merely a consequence of interceptive 171 hand movements, but they occurred prior to hand movement execution. Second, higher eye 172 velocity during pursuit initiation was related to higher decision accuracy (whether to intercept).
173
Third, higher eye velocity during pursuit maintenance was related to better interception timing 174 (when to intercept), suggesting that different stages of decision formation were linked to 175 continuously evolving eye movements. In the following we will first qualitatively describe 176 observers' eye and hand movement response over the time course of the go/no-go interception task 177 and then present quantitative results to support our three main findings.
The go/no-go task employed in this study triggered a combination of smooth pursuit and 181 saccadic eye movements. To determine at which time point eye movements differentiated go and 182 no-go decisions (whether to intercept) we investigated the change in saccade rate-a temporal 183 measure that is independent of the spatial target position-for go-compared to no-go decisions.
184
Observers typically made 2-3 saccades in each trial (2.6 ± .4). The initial catch-up saccade (i.e. the 185 first saccade in each trial) was on average elicited 240 ms (SD = 41.6 ms) after target onset 186 followed by a brief period of tracking before a final, targeting saccade was made on average 620 187 ms after target onset (SD = 58.5 ms; Fig. 1D ).
188
For each observer, saccade rates were compared between alternate decision outcomes (go However, we found that in ~40% of all trials observers fixated until initiating the first 219 catch-up saccade (Fig. 1C) . In these trials, observers might benefit from delaying the initial catch-220 up saccade to allow more time for evidence accumulation, resulting in a potential speed-accuracy 221 trade-off. To investigate whether initial saccade timing can account for some of the variability 222 observed in the relationship between velocity error and decision accuracy (Fig. 3B) , we calculated To further investigate the role of the accuracy and timing of pursuit initiation within 235 subjects we divided observers into two groups-one that appeared to rely on reducing velocity 236 error (group 1) and one that seemed to delay the initial saccade (group 2). Five observers did not 237 reliably initiate smooth pursuit (<10% of the trials) and were automatically assigned into the on initial eye velocity error and initial saccade and assigned observers to the group for which the 240 change of decision accuracy between lower and upper bound was greater. We repeated the same 
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Pursuit eye movements are related to decision accuracy and timing 314 We show that eye velocity during pursuit maintenance is linked to accurate interception 315 timing. Previous research has shown that engaging in smooth pursuit aids accurate motion 316 prediction, a benefit that is thought to arise from additional motion information provided through 
